All purpose plastic speed bumps for speeds under 30 m.p.h.

Solid plastic speed bumps are economical and can be used as “All purpose” speed bumps. Two models are available, Standard and Deluxe. Both models identify the necessity for speed reduction to oncoming motorists. The standard model has a lower profile for sensitive areas and is available in 9 ft lengths. Bumps are manufactured in solid yellow with 100% post-consumer, post-industrial recycled plastics.

AN ENVIRONMENTALLY CONSCIOUS PRODUCT

**DELUXE**

Solid Deluxe Speed Bumps are available in 2 sizes (4 ft. and 6 ft. lengths).

The deluxe model is designed to meet the specifications and regulations of the Emergency Medical Transportation Association for its minimal displacement when crossed.

Unique manufacturing of raw materials allows the speed bumps to “Breathe” when exposed to extreme temperature changes. The advantages are rigidity and strength.

**FIVE YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY**

Deluxe speed bump is available with spikes, lag bolts or truss plates for fixation with adhesive.

Can be used on pavement, concrete, steel and wood.

Speed bumps can be mounted horizontally on walls for bumper building and wall protection.

**INSTALLATION**

**Asphalt:** Drill a 1/2 inch hole with a masonry carbide bit and Insert 14” capped rebar spike into predrilled hole and hammer into position.

**Concrete:** Utilize 1/2” diameter lag bolts 5” in length.

**Anchors:**

- 4 foot requires 3 spikes / lag bolts
- 6 foot requires 4 spikes / lag bolts
- 9 foot requires 5 spikes / lag bolts

**STANDARD**

Solid Standard Speed Bumps are available in 3 sizes, (4 ft., 6 ft. and 9 ft. lengths).

The standard model is designed with a lower profile and angled inclines for sensitive areas such as hotels, malls, condominiums, trailer parks and private passage ways.

Unique manufacturing of raw materials allows the speed bumps to “Breathe” when exposed to extreme temperature changes. The advantages are rigidity and strength.

**FIVE YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY**

Deluxe speed bump is available with spikes, lag bolts or truss plates for fixation with adhesive.

Can be used on pavement, concrete, steel and wood.

Speed bumps can be mounted horizontally on walls for bumper building and wall protection.

**WALL BUMPERS**

Aesthetically protect hallways, walls, and buildings from impacts. Eliminate costly maintenance repairs to both buildings and vehicles.

Wall bumpers are available in black, blue and white (upon request).

Wall Bumpers are lightweight and easy to install, offering a cost effective, maintenance-free application. Available in 4 ft., 6 ft. and 9 ft. lengths.

**BENEFITS**

- EASY INSTALLATION
- SOLID COLOR PRODUCT
- MAINTENANCE FREE
- LIGHT WEIGHT
- UV STABILIZED
- CHEMICAL RESISTANT
- WEATHER RESISTANT
- WALL PROTECTION
- SOLID COLORS
- GUARANTEED 5 YEARS

**Prices reflect single units only, please contact your sales representative for quantity pricing**